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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
COCKTAILS WITH A VIEW

NORTH FORK FOOD TOUR

INTERIORS
Home



All the units include features for persons with disabilities required by FHA   |   Equal Housing Opportunity

Manhattan’s Finest Rental Residences

1 BRs fr $2,995  ·  2 BRs fr $4,495
3 BRs fr $6,995  ·  No Fee

Live At An Insta - Worthy Address

Uptown Leasing 212-535-0500  ·  Downtown Leasing 212-430-5900

Open 7 Days, 10am - 6pm

glenwoodnyc.com

BUILDER     OWNER     MANAGER

@glenwoodnyc

Live the Glenwood lifestyle in these fi ne neighborhoods:
TriBeCa  |  FiDi  |  Battery Park North  |  Fashion District

Lincoln Square  |  Murray Hill  |  Midtown East  |  Upper East Side
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Even our world-class chef is locally grown.

136 FRONT STREET  |  GREENPORT, NY 11944  |  631 477 6720  |  CHEFNOAHS.COM  |  #NOAHSGREENPORT
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All locally inspired. Diners, expect a wonderful experience.
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IN THIS ISSUE

Lululemon

The Hamptons have a style all their own, and 
it is very evident in the décor of the gorgeous 

houses that can be found there. We’re here to help 
you create that look for yourself, whether for an 
East End abode, a city apartment, or a suburban 
house.

We take a look at eight Décor Stores that perfectly 
capture the atmosphere of the Hamptons. You’ll find 
great new furniture, accent pieces, and even linens 
and housewares that will make you feel like you’re 
at the beach all year long. 

One of the coolest summer traditions is the 
Hampton Designer Showhouse. This year, 32 
designers have transformed two Southampton 
houses, each of them tasked with redecorating one 
room. Perfect for getting inspired, or to learn about 
the latest trends in interior design. Proceeds from 
the event go to the Southampton Hospital, allowing 
you to help others while helping make your home 
even more beautiful!

After you spend time thinking about home 
improvement, you’ve earned yourself a drink! 
Sunset Sipping will let you in on the best spots to 
enjoy the golden hour with a cold beverage. We’ve 
even included a spot that provides “boat to door” 
service, picking you up from your anchored boat in 
order to eat and drink.

After that, it’s Sun Down, Music Up. Some great 
performers hit the Hamptons over the next two 
weeks. You won’t find a more festive evening than 
Big Sam’s Funky Nation at the Stephen Talkhouse 
on August 4th. He’s performed at top festivals like 
Bonnaroo, New Orleans Jazz Fest, and Equifunk. 
He brings the fun(k), and you’ll be dancing all night 
long.

The summer is flying by, but there is still enough 
time to create indelible memories. Make the most of 
your weekends out east, and be sure to share your 
best moments with us on Instagram!

HAMPTONS MONTHLY

Bedell Cellars

One of the 
coolest summer 

traditions is 
the Hampton 

Designer 
Showhouse

rolex  oyster perpetual and milgauss are ® trademarks.

OYSTER PERPETUAL MILGAUSS

THE MILGAUSS
A pioneering anti-magnetic watch developed for scientists and 

engineers, blending ingenious design and irresistible style. 
It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.
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Follow us on instagram
@hamptonsmonthly

and tag your pictures 
to be featured

@iamsampezz
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DÉCOR 
STORES

For frequent travelers, the East End may 
already feel like home. But whether it’s 

your first visit or your 100th, you’ll never want 
it to end. And it doesn’t have to! Thanks to the 
Hamptons’ abundance of world-class home design 
and décor shops, you can take a piece of the 
famed summertime aesthetic home with you to 
savor all year long. Here are eight of our favorite 
local gems perfect for finding that memorable 
keepsake – or thoughtful gift – before returning 
to reality at the other end of the island or beyond.

MAKE YOURSELF AT 
HOME IN THE HAMPTONS

Homenature



TIMELY AND TIMELESS: 
Homenature
When Michael Kors sings a shop’s 
praises, we take notice. Such is the case at 
Homenature, where elemental materials 
become elegant furnishings and décor 
touches. Their geode coasters are at 
once elegant and natural, and even more 
compelling is their knack for sourcing 
vintage pieces that complement and 
enhance their casually cool aesthetic. From 
terrariums to linen-upholstered couches, 
this is beach living for everyone (and 
everywhere). 

(6 Main St., Southampton; 631.287.6277)

SINCE 1842:
Hildreth’s Home Goods
The Hamptons’ breezy, beachy style (after 
all, they practically invented shabby chic) 
is on full display, via on-trend housewares 
and furnishings, at Hildreth’s Home Goods. 
Shop for cozy, overstuffed linen couches and 
white-washed benches with wicker baskets, 
all available for delivery to Montauk, 
Manhattan, and the greater tri-state 
area. Luxe duvets and pillows complement 
sturdy upholstered headboards, and even 
beach towels and sunscreen are available 
for your vacation and beyond. (

51 Main St., Southampton; 631.283.2300) Hildreth's Home Goods



OUTSIDE IN:
The Interior
Stephanie Michaan is the kind of friend we 
all wish we had: thoughtful, stylish, and 
effortlessly cool. Her style is equally informed 
by the ocean and by the Hamptons’ breezy 
minimalism, as reflected in The Interior’s 
artfully simple selections. Bring home a plush 
throw pillow in breathable linen or perfume 
your home with scented oils and diffusing 
sticks to keep the air full of sea breezes long 
after the leaves begin to fall. (11 Bridge St., 
Sag Harbor; 631.808.3707) 

AU NATUREL:
Monc XIII
From rope-woven placemats to marble bowls, 
supple leather chairs to cozy knitted “poufs” 
(something between an ottoman and a bean 
bag), Monc XIII is all about texture. Their 
pieces evoke natural scenes with from-nature 
and repurposed materials smartly crafted into 
artfully simple shapes, and their beauty and 
wellness department will have you feeling as 
good on the outside as your home looks on the 
inside. It’s the ultimate inside-out Hamptons 
indulgence.

(40 Madison St., Sag Harbor; 631.808.3333) 

 

The Interior



Serena & Lilly

GREAT ESCAPE:
Serena & Lily
If you’ve ever dreamed of running away to 
live at the beach full time, outfitting your 
home in goodies from the Serena & Lily 
Beach Market is the next best thing to 
changing your address. Their crisp linens, 
comfy wicker benches, cozy bucket chairs, 
and – especially – sturdy-yet-inviting outdoor 
lounge furniture will have your castle feeling 
like a sandcastle in no time. We especially 
love their sturdy outdoor rugs (practical) and 
their custom Public C7 bike (whimsical).

(332 Montauk Hwy., Wainscott; 631.537.5544)

HOME ON THE RANGE: 
Melet Mercantile
From colorful vintage beachwear to 
Montauk-inspired books, photography, and 
art, Melet Mercantile is a time capsule of 
bygone Hamptons summers. Kanye West and 
Cynthia Rowley are among the shop’s many 
adoring (and very stylish) fans, drawn to 
the throwback aesthetic and retro-summer 
vibe of this eclectic collection. For stepping 
up your own style game or chic-ing out a 
particularly choosy friend, there’s no more 
appropriate place in all the Hamptons. 

(102 Industrial Rd., Montauk; 631.668.9080)

IN LIVING COLOR:
St. Frank
See The Hamptons through the lens of 
California at St. Frank, whose “The Cottage” 
pop-up brings colorful textiles, art, and 
more to the East End this summer through 
Labor Day. The San Francisco brand has an 
easygoing, island-inspired style that’s livelier 
than many subdued Hamptons palates but 
boasts playful summer brightness and an 
ethnic-inspired vibe. Feeling really inspired? 
Many of their beautiful fabric prints are also 
available as wallpaper patterns. 

(78 Main St., East Hampton; 631.527.7281)

AHOY, MATE-Y:
Mate Gallery
A whale-shaped paperweight that doubles as 
a weathervane. Vintage pirate nesting dolls. 
A candle scent called “Sun Burn.” Montauk-
by-way-of-Montecito’s Mate Gallery takes 
their bicoastal oceanfront aesthetic seriously, 
but their wares are playful and fun. Pick 
up a beach blanket or a baseball cap with a 
needlepoint seagull on the front, or browse 
vintage textiles from sailing flags to OP 
corduroy surf shorts. Cowabunga, dude. 

(725 Montauk Hwy., Montauk; matt@
mategallery.com)

Written by Leah Blewett



Hampton Designer 
SHOWHOUSE

Double Designer Extravaganza

HIDDEN HAMPTONS

2016 Hampton Designer Showhouse Exterior
House generously provided by Bodenchak Design and Build
All Photography by Alan Barry Photography



Now in its 17th year, 
the Hampton Designer 

Showhouse is an East End 
tradition that allows a variety of 
top designers to fully express their 
creativity and invites the public 
to experience the dazzling results. 
As always, this ultimate design 
fantasy references its beautiful 
surroundings while showing off the 
latest in interior fashion. This year, 
for the first time, there will be two 
houses on view to make things 
even more exciting.

With proceeds going to 
Southampton Hospital, the 
Hampton Designer Showhouse 
Foundation, Inc. is a much-
admired local institution that is 
led by a stellar trio of designers: 
Honorary Showhouse Chairman 
Mario Buatta along with Co-
Chairmen Jamie Drake and Alexa 
Hampton. This year, the two 
houses (provided by Paramount 
Custom Homes) are located at 
78 and 82 Rosko Lane in The 
Fields, Southampton; both are 
updated versions of the classic 
Hampton home. Each house 
features two stories and a finished 
basement, with seven bedrooms, 

a master suite, a junior master 
suite, six baths, one half bath, a 
formal dining room, mudroom, 
attached two-car garage, and 
20 x 40-foot gunite pool with a 
bluestone patio. With two separate 
abodes, visitors will see very 
different interpretations of the 
same areas, resulting in more 
variety than past years and some 
interesting juxtapositions. Of the 
32 contributing designers, 20 have 
worked on past Showhouses.

According to Tony Manning, 
Showhouse Foundation marketing 
chairman, “The opportunity to do 
two homes for the 2017 Hampton 
Designer Showhouse presented 
itself and the Foundation found 
it very exciting! It’s something 
that has not been done before and 
we thought it would be fun and 
interesting for visitors. Of course, 
with two houses, there is a lot more 
for people to see.” The Showhouse’s 
usual audience—design 
enthusiasts and a sophisticated 
clientele interested in the latest 
interior design trends—should be 
delighted by the expansion.

Written by Marina Zogbi

One highlight of this year’s Showhouse 
is the family room at 82 Rosko Lane, 
designed by Norwalk, Connecticut-based 
Lillian August Furnishings + Design, 
a Hampton Showhouse veteran. The 
company’s senior designers Nancy Galasso 
and Richard Cerrone explored the current 
trend of vibrant colors, using a mix of 
greens against a neutral, organically 
textured background. Comfortable seating 
ensures a relaxed environment, where the 
designers envision people gathering for a 
post-pool cocktail. 

At 78 Rosko, a bedroom designed by 
Ranelle Wolf of Long Island firm Wolf 
Interior Designs has a romantically 
peaceful ambience, intriguingly described 
by the designer as “a bedroom with a 
mission to ignite souls, likened to a candle 
to burn with its flame…My mission is to 
provide every soul aflame. I gave you the 
match; only you can light your own candle.” 

Another bedroom, by Rayman Boozer of 
NYC’s Apartment 48, was inspired by the 
1950s-60s Amalfi Coast setting of the film 
The Talented Mr. Ripley and the lifestyle of 
its title character: a charming young man 
on permanent vacation.

Inspired visitors can take away their 
own piece of the Showhouse, as each 
home includes a boutique designed by 
Sandi Berman of Deluxe, a fixture on 
Manhattan’s Upper East Side specializing 
in vintage furniture, accessories, and 
couture costume jewelry. These two “pop 
ups,” each featuring a different theme, 
house a collection curated especially 
for summer gifting, wearing, and home 
decorating. Each boutique purchase 
includes a donation to Showhouse 
beneficiary Southampton Hospital 

(For more information, visit 
hamptondesignershowhouse.com.)

Living Room
Melanie Turner Interiors

Entry Foyer
McGrath II

Second Floor Master Bathroom
Liliane Hart Interiors

Covered Porch
Erin Gates Design

design 
enthusiasts and 
a sophisticated 

clientele 
interested 

in the latest 
interior design 

trends



Creating custom rugs seems like it requires 
a specific passion and a need to share that 
passion with others. Why did you feel the 
need to start this company and what keeps 
you motivated to remain in the business?

It was a combination of things. I graduated 
with a Fashion Design degree. Textiles 
have always been a major part of my family. 
My grandmother was always knitting and 
crocheting and my mom is a sewer so naturally 
I gravitated to textiles and creating things. 

I grew up painting and printmaking so 
realizing I could turn my art pieces into textiles 
was a major turning point. Straight out of 
college I got a job designing for a rug company. 
I quickly realized how my designs made an 
impact on someone’s home. It just brought me a 
lot of joy. I love working with clients designing 
something for their home. It’s extremely 
personal.

In your opinion, what can a custom rug do 
for someone’s home?

I always tell people it’s an art piece! Lots of 
time and thought goes into each piece… not 
just the design aspect but the whole weaving 
process as well. A custom rug really sets the 
tone and ties the home together.

VIVID Blueprint is located in the 
Hamptons. What is special about this 
location and why was it chosen as the 
company’s home base?

I grew up in East Hampton. It’s home, so what 
better place to have my company’s home base? 

What is your approach when someone 
comes to you asking for a completely 
custom rug that can embody their family 
and pull their house out East together?

It’s important for me to know what’s important 
to them, any special memories they might 
have. I like to try to get to know them on a 
personal level. On top of that, details are super 
important. I love seeing their entire home and 
looking at their art and whatever knickknacks 
they might have to pull for inspiration.

When you are designing new patterns for 
your collections, what inspires you most? 

A big thing for me is life experiences. Many of 
my designs have a personal connection to it. 
It could be something as small as my favorite 
flower, to a tree I used to climb when I was 
younger. It’s all art to me so I’m constantly 
turning out new work.

You do mostly custom work. Can you tell us 
about one of your most memorable projects?

My most memorable project was done for a 
very special client: my mom. We designed a rug 
for her family room. Of course, I had so many 
memories that inspired me and it was so much 
fun to collaborate with her.

What can clients expect from the process of 
working with you and your team?

A whole lot of discussion and designing. It’s 
a fun process and we really take the time to 
create something beautiful that our clients love.

How long does the process take from 
conception to installation?

It really varies depending on the size and if it’s 
a new design or one from our pattern collection. 
Full production of our rugs can take anywhere 
from 12 to 18 weeks. 

What advice would you give someone 
looking to give their Hamptons home a 
makeover this season?

Changing out the rug can really refresh a room, 
but can be a huge investment. An inexpensive 
way to give their home a refreshing makeover is 
by changing out the pillows and drapery!

As a Hamptons native herself, Temidra Willock started VIVID 
Blueprint, which began as a women's clothing and accessories 

brand in 2013. The label has since transitioned into a Mecca of rugs 
and home décor, with hand-woven pieces made by artisans in Nepal 
and India, conceptualized by Willock and her clients.

VIVID
BLUEPRINT

Written by Rachel Askinasi

Weaving Together 
Personality and 
Function for the Home
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Summer is definitely a season of celebration, and how can you have a celebration 
without food? Jodi Moreno, the mastermind health influencer behind the 

blog What’s Cooking Good Looking shares a few tricks for Hamptons hosts to 
keep up your sleeves. 

This New York-born foodie has been on the health and wellness bandwagon 
since she can remember. “I feel like I've always been someone who's been conscious 
about health and wellness,” she says, “but I guess I can thank my mom for that.” 
She finds inspiration in every new ingredient she comes across, including all of 
the gorgeous produce and seafood out on the East End. 

Regardless of what kind of end-of-summer bash you’re throwing, our expert 
has one hard-and-fast piece of advice: “Prepare ahead, stay clam, and most of 
all, have fun! Because that's really what hosting is all about.”

hostess
Jodi Moreno Shares Her Secrets

TIPS FROM THE



1. Stay in-season
The coming of each season brings a 
new batch of crops to those farm stands 
sprinkled all across the eastern part 
of Long Island. Shopping the stands 
and remaining in-season is a great 
way to make sure your produce is at 
the peak of freshness, Moreno says. 
She says you can often find tomatoes, 
zucchini, eggplant, and all the other 
summer veggies on her menu during 
the summer, saving root vegetables and 
techniques such as braising for the fall 
and winter. 

2. How many seats are at 
the table?
“The amount of guests is an important 
factor in the type of menu I will create,” 
says Moreno. Less people means less 
portions, and the fewer the portions 
the easier it is for the chef to control 
each one. Moreno says she will typically 
make a more intricate and involved dish 
for fewer guests (four to six). For eight 
or more guests, she crafts a menu with 
dishes she can prepare ahead of time 
and ones that can be served family-
style, while finger foods are great 
for gatherings where people will be 
standing or walking around. 

3. Keep it fun with a theme
Whether it’s celebrating a birthday 
or holiday or a casual dinner with 
friends, Moreno says picking a theme 
can help you get your menu together. “I 
recently cooked a meal for a small group 
of friends that was northern Italian 
themed, but using all local ingredients,” 
she remembers. “Tacos, pizza, or paella 
are some of my favorite food themes 
to build upon as well.” Whatever the 
theme may be, our hosting expert tells 
us to always consider your guests first. 
Look out for allergies, highlight things 
you know they will like, and try your 
best to make them feel at home. 

4. To use a recipe, or not to…that 
is the question
Moreno tells us there are times to cook from 
memory –that is, if you have a memory of cooking 
of course– and times to use a lifeline and turn to 
a cookbook or recipe. “For me, I am an intuitive 
cook, so there are times that I prefer to cook from 
memory,” she explains. “Especially if I want to 
keep things simple, easy, and quick…But then 
there are times when I want to get creative and 
cook out of my comfort zone. This is when I will 
whip out my cookbooks and start planning away.”

5. Different ingredients can open 
your mind and your palate 

We all know that section of the farm stand--it’s 

different for all of us--that makes us look very 
closely and say, What’s that? Next time you see 
something funky, Moreno tells us to give it a try! 
“Why not! You might find something you love, or 
a new way to prepare and enjoy something you 
may not have tried before,” and what is cooking 
if not an experiment?

6. Capitalize on your environment
The Hamptons brings so much to the table in 
terms of food. Utilize that in your hosting. “I 
truly believe it is one of the most special places 
for food” she says. “From all of the farms, to 
the local seafood, to the chicken farm where I'm 
able to buy fresh eggs and whole chickens ... I 
can't think of a more idyllic place for a local food 
lover to live.” 

Written by Rachel Askinasi

“Shopping the stands and 
remaining in-season is a great 

way to make sure your produce is 
at the peak of freshness”



party
pleated shorts
Pleated shorts summon 

images of Jennifer Aniston 
and Courtney Cox lounging at 
Central Perk in early Friends 
episodes. In a wave of 90’s 
nostalgia, GAP has dug into 
their archives and reissued 
these babies for 2017. The 
Archive Reissue Pleated Fit 
Shorts, available in both Olive 
and Khaki, are a 100% cotton 
affair that feature a sublimely 
smooth twill weave and slant 
pockets at the front. You can 
catch Laura Dern rocking 
shorts exactly like these in the 
1993 Jurassic Park film, and 
they’re perfect for a casual 
and comfortable afternoon of 
running errands. 

However, if you’d like 
something a bit more 
adventurous, Reiss’ Miller 
Short is a light blue culotte 
number that, like GAP’s 
version, works perfectly for an 
active piece of daywear, but is a 
tad more youthful. When paired 
with a blouse, they can work out 
a sexy number for an evening of 
partying, especially if you add a 
pair of killer shoes.

[and dress]
Like it’s

1999
The 90’s was the providence of profound evolution in 

music and fashion. As the thrones once occupied by 
Nirvana and Alanis Morissette ultimately gave way to 
boy bands and pop princesses, the trends in fashion also 
transformed, going from grunge and Lilith-style batik 
to a streamlined and polished sillhouette. Shapes were 
being amplified and accentuated in ways they hadn’t been 
in years. Pleated shorts were suddenly being embraced 
by youth culture. The Spice Girls caused platform shoes 
to run rampant and miniskirts were everywhere. Today, 
many of these styles are reemerging as coveted once more. 
The late 90’s was all about exuberance and rocking out, so 
take a look at some of these looks and party like it’s 1999.

Eye-catching Trends from the 90’s

Reiss
Miller Short



flatform shoes 
Speaking of shoes, remember the glory days of flatforms? Steve Madden has them back on 

offer this season with the Slinky, a sleek, black rendition of the 90’s favorite. The stretchy 
fabric upper gently covers the top of your foot with an open-toed, 2.25 inch platform. 

Like something out of an episode of Saved by the Bell, J/Slides’ Aprie sneaker is a flaform 
with a major floral flair. Leather lined and with a soft fabric upper, they work exquisitely 
with jeans or with something that shows a bit more leg. As an added bonus, they come with a 
removable gel insert so your feet will be well tended, though make sure you pick up some no-
show socks to go with them!

wide-leg jeans
Levi’s has got a magnificent 

version that looks 
straight out of a Rage Against 
the Machine video. The 
Altered Wide Leg Jean is 
the quintessential grunge 
throwback. It’s built from 
non-stretch denim and creates 
a flattering and lengthening 
silhouette. Maybe your tastes 
veer more toward the soulful 
and gentle alternative side of 
things. In that case, check out 
Theory’s bright white pleated 
tunic with eyelets. The v-neck 
and billowy body and sleeves 
are absolutely perfect for 
summertime. A folksy top with 
a scalloped hem, it would serve 
as a gorgeously strong contrast 
to the heavy blocks of a pair of 
flatforms.

Levi's
Altered Wide Leg Jeans

J/Slides
Aprie Sneaker



miniskirts
All you wanna do is have some fun, right? What would the 90’s have been without miniskirts? 
Whether it was a floral or a denim iteration, it was an opportunity to get some sun on your legs. 
Do battle with the summer heat while saluting the sultry excellence of a great mini. Pixie Market 
has unveiled the stunning Baxter Asymmetric Button Skirt, a stretchy dark blue denim with 
some elegant contrasting stitches along the hems. The added detail of the large button closures 
make this mini a must-have for the summer. 

H&M has two different versions of their A-line mini to suit you. The imitation suede skirt in 
midnight black can add a bit of texture to your overall look, and the thick zip that runs up the front 
is all punk rock coolness. The white version is a bit softer and the white buttons have a touch of 
black swirl around their edges. Both of these pieces are incredibly affordable and also can go with 
nearly anything. If you want to take the 90’s rock chick route, Abercrombie’s High Neck Tank in 
either creamy white, marled gray, or black will, with its waffle texturing, will invoke your inner 
Tori Amos. If you’re nostalgic for 90210 realness, Abercrombie’s Icon Polo in any of the four vibrant 
colors will make that white H&M A-line mini pop. Step out in stylish celebration of a decade that 
dared to push boundaries!

H&M
A-line Mini

Pixie Market
Baxter Asymmetric Button Skirt
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WOMEN'S BEAUTY

FRESHEN UP 
Products for Pre-and-Post 

Workout Perfection 

Simple 
Radiance 

Cleansing Wipes
If you felt the burn during your 

gym time you're now likely 
feeling beads of sweat rolling 
down your face. It's a good 

thing! However, not everyone 
needs to know. These cleansing 

wipes are a gentle way to 
remove any impurities left 

behind. The gentle cleansers 
leave you feeling refreshed 

and the mango extract keeps 
you revitalized to take on the 
rest of the day.soak up all of 

that unwanted grit but also 
because they’re compact and 

easy keep at the ready.   

Work Out

Whether it's a pre-brunch SoulCycle 
class at BARN or you plan to slip out 
of the office during lunch to work out 
some aggression at Rumble, you have 
to be ready to put yourself together 

post-workout. Here are five products 
that pack a hard punch all their own. 

Maybelline Great 
Lash Waterproof 

Mascara
You never know who you might 

meet and a little lash action 
makes a big difference when 

you're making doe eyes at 
the cute guy on the rowing 
machine next to you. The 

key here is waterproof. 
The lash doubling formula 
glides on and the building 
brush lets you layer coats 

until you've achieved 
your desired look. At 
just $6.49, we suggest 
picking up a couple and 

keeping one in your 
gym bag. 

The Laundress 
Sport Detergent 

Athletic wear is having a major 
moment but performance 

fabrics like nylons and other 
synthetics can sometimes be 

tricky to treat in your regular 
wash. This specially formulated 

sport detergent with a fresh, 
crisp blend of leafy greens, 

orange, rose, eucalyptus, and 
jasmine with undertones of 
musk removes perspiration, 

odor, and stains while keeping 
your activewear in perfect form. 

Living Proof Dry 
Shampoo  

There are many benefits to dry 
shampoo but this one is powered 
by their patented Healthy Hair 
Molecule (OFPMA) and Triple-

Action Cleaning Technology 
that cleans beyond the ordinary 
formula. It's safe even on color-
treated hear and absorbs and 

removes oil, sweat and odor. The 
time-release fragrance let's you 
leave the locker room fresh and 

ensures you stay that way all day. 

Tata Harper 
Soothing Muscle 

Gel 
There's nothing cute about 

wobbling around after a 
strenuous leg day. Apply 
a generous amount of gel 
to the area you want to 

target and rub in until it's 
absorbed. The gel delivers 

an immediate cooling 
sensation offering instant 
relief so you can still step 
out in a killer pair of heels 
for your big meeting in the 

afternoon.  

夀攀猀⸀
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WOMEN

Salvatore Ferragamo
Galilea Leather Sandal

Rue La La

Oversized Cat Eye
with Caged Temple

Linda Farrow

Cotes de Provence Rosé
Whispering Angel

Esclans

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors
Entertain in Style

“I love this tonal 
floral take on plush 

velvet and the 
high-neckline is 
one of the year’s 
biggest trends.”

Prada
Floral-print Velvet

 Midi Dress
Net-A-Porter

Black Large Impatiens
Flower Drop Earrings

Oscar de la Renta

“Because everyone 
loves Rosé”

“A stacked heel is 
wearable all night 
while still looking 

party-chic"

Jonathan Adler
Malachite Glass Entertaining Set

Saks Fifth Avenue



Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

MEN

“A checked 
suit adds a 

stylish element 
to classic 
tailoring”

Bruno Magli
Yards Leather Oxford

Rue La La

Favourbrook
Black Prince of Wales

 Checked Wool Suit Trousers
Mr Porter

Entertain in Style

Prada
Printed Silk Pocket Square

Mr Porter

Versace Collection
Logo Buckle Leather Belt

Rue La La

Audio Technica
Professional Turntable

Best Buy

“Play your 
favorite 

party-ready 
records with 
this modern 
turntable”

“Look for premium 
handcraftsmanship 

to pair with your 
sharpest suit”

NYC Luxury  
No-Fee Rentals 
Renovated Apartments  
High-End Amenities
Curated Resident Events
Superior Convenience  
Pets Welcome

646-381-7779

@STONEHENGENYC FOR DETAILS  STONEHENGENYC.COM        



GROWN 
UPS
There’s no reason to ditch the things 

that made you happy as a kid. Summer 
should be all about fun in the sun. Graphic 
tees are a miraculous go-to for kids and 
adults, not only for the comfort that cotton 
affords, but to let pops of your personality 
out for the world to see. The other neat 
thing about graphic tees is that they can act 
as loungewear, activewear or, if you dress 
them up a bit, as a feature for a casual 
evening ensemble. Whatever your youthful 
side beckons you to be, we have something 
for everybody with these supremely cool 
tees.

Graphics for

Ensembles That Showcase 
Delightful Graphic Tees

Urban Outfitter’s 
Mario Kart Tee

Mitchell & Ness' 
Caricature Tee

GAP"S
Udon Even 
Know Tee

Lucky Brand's 
2017 Soul2Soul Tour



THE KID AT HEART 

It’s a-me! Mario! Who 
doesn’t love Nintendo’s 

ubiquitous hero-plumber? 
Celebrate the adorable 
Italian’s colorful adventures 
with Urban Outfitter’s 
Mario Kart Tee. An exclusive 
to Urban’s men’s line, this 
heavyweight white cotton 
crew neck features nine of 
your favorite characters atop 
a set of wheels, including 
Mario, Luigi, Peach, and 
Donkey Kong. Pair this one 
with some of Abercrombie’s 
Rustin Cropped Athletic 
Slim Pants, which are 
available in five distinctive 
colors (light blue, burgundy, 
khaki, navy, and brown). An 
athletic skinny-fit chino with 
a roomy thigh and tapered 
ankle, it also has a built-in 
stretch which affords some 
flexible give. 

Chuck Taylor’s white 
low-tops are exactly right 
to complete this look. An 
old-reliable, Converse sneaks 
are a guaranteed eye-pleaser 
as well as greatly satisfying 
for your feet. If you’re a little 
chilly, Banana Republic’s 
Supima® Cotton Full-Zip 
Sweater Hoodie is a cloud-
soft cover-up that suits this 
look perfectly. The double zip 
allows for some added detail, 
while the cotton’s luxurious 
softness resists pilling and 
shrinkage. This is a hoodie 
that’s built to last. 

THE CLASS CLOWN 

Summer is the time to goof 
off, so let your freak flag 

fly with GAP’s Udon Even 
Know Tee. A relaxed, white 
crew-neck piece that features 
a line drawing of a bowl of...
you guessed it...udon noodles. 
The lettering is in an Asian-
inspired, hand-written font 
and pairs excellently with a 
blazer. Speaking of which, 
take a look at GAP’s Classic 
Stretch Blazer, which you 
can pick up in three distinct 
colors (Iconic Khaki, Tapestry 
Navy, and True Black). With 
a two-button closure, the hem 
sits at the lower hip and it’s 
slightly slimmed at the waist 
to subtly accentuate your 
shoulders. 

Put this all together with a 
great pair of jeans, specifically 
the 513 Slim Straights from 
Levi’s – a  sexy, versatile 
fit that’s slim but not too 
constrictive. Levi’s are the 
gold standard for denim after 
all. This particular design 
bears all of that history and 
heralds everything that’s put 
the brand at the top of the 
totem pole: vintage comfort 
and exquisitely modern 
design. 

GAP’s 
Classic Stretch Blazer

Abercrombie’s 
Rustin Cropped Athletic Slim Pants



THE MEGA FAN 

For the sports 
enthusiast, salute 

your admiration with 
Mitchell & Ness’ 
Caricature Tees. Made 
from 100% cotton, the 
brand has several of 
your favorite players 
on offer, all done up in 
delightfully fun over-
accentuated accuracy. 
Whether you’re on team 
Allen Iverson, Brett 
Favre, Chris Sabo, or 
Barry Larkin, Mitchell 
& Ness have all bases 
covered. 

Counterbalance the 
vivaciousness of these 
tees by layering on 
Abercrombie’s Icon 
Cardigan in Heather 
Gray, Heather Blue, 
or Navy. A classic 
cardigan silhouette 
in a handsomely soft 
cotton, there’s some 
accentuated ribbing 
at the hem and cuffs. 
Because you’ll want to 
show off the graphics on 
your tee, be sure to keep 
the buttons undone! 

THE COUNTRY KING 

Yeehaw! If you’re more of a 
rustic country man, this 

look is for you. With a tip of 
the hat to country music, Tim 
McGraw and Faith Hill have 
partnered with Lucky Brand 
to unveil a line of exclusively 
designed graphic tees for 
their 2017 Soul2Soul Tour. 
Drawing inspiration from 
Nashville print shop culture, 
this charcoal gray tee depicts 
the quiet solemnity of a Native 
American chief, complete with 
headdress and all. 

If you’re going for the ranch 
persona, Ami by Alexandre 
Mattuisi’s denim jacket is a 
cut above the typical likes of a 
jean top layer that you might 
be used to finding. Lined with 
a red wool, simply turn the 
cuffs out or the collar up to 
give a bright flash of something 
extra to your look. The branded 
leather logo patch at the rear 
and zig-zag stitching on the 
front are also bits of detail you 
won’t find on typical denim 
jackets. Steve Madden’s 
Troopah Boots were an 
explosively well-selling design 
when the brand debuted them 
in their line for women, so they 
flipped the script and put out 
a men’s version that is just as 
stylish. A tough round-toe and 
a tall shaft that can be worn 
above your jeans or below, they 
are a sexy set of lace-up kicks 
that will draw compliments 
your way like you won’t believe. 

Written by Michael Raver

Ami by Alexandre Mattuisi’s 
Denim Jacket

Abercrombie’s 
Icon Cardigan
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My American vodka beats 
the giant imports every day.

Try American! It’s better.

HamptonsMonthly_full.indd   1 5/30/17   10:47 AM

MEN'S GROOMING

Sof Sole 
SneakerBalls  
You’re likely putting your 

sweaty sneakers in the same 
gym bag as your fresh clothes 
for your workout later in the 
day, leaving you open to cross 

contamination. With these easy 
to use odor eaters, all you do 
is twist them open and throw 
one in each shoe. They power 

through tough odors and leave 
behind a fresh, clean scent.  

Degree Sport 
Strength 

Deodorant 
Let’s be honest, the gym is a 

pretty good spot to meet women. 
You’re looking toned and feeling 
good and nothing can stop you 
now. The last thing you want 
her to see on your approach is 
you performing an underarm 

sniff test. Roll this on and know 
that the clinical protection and 
MOTIONSENSE technology of 
Degree will keep you dry and 

smelling fresh. 

Elemis Aching 
Muscle Super 

Soak 
Over did it at your workout? 

This musclease bath 
soak warms the muscles 
and recharges the body. 
Utilizing the uplifting 

extracts of Birch, Juniper, 
Clove, Alpine Lavender, 
Wild Thyme, and Blue 

Chamomile, combined with 
Sea Salt, it’s a powerful 
synergy for overworked, 

tired muscles.  

Jack Black 
Water Resistant 

Sunscreen 
Running, paddle boarding, 

beach volleyball – in the 
summer, we’re all about 

outdoor workouts. Depending 
on the time of day, the sun 
can be strong and if you’re 

all about taking care of your 
body, that should include the 

outside too. So, don’t leave 
your skin unprotected. This 
broad-spectrum lotion offers 
UVA/UVB protection and is 
water-and-sweat-resistant. 

It’s August and maybe you’ve 
been more about play and less 
about work. Get back on the 
grind and finish the summer 

strong. Pack that gym bag and 
make sure you’re throwing in 

these five essentials. 

DUDE    
Face Wipes
These three-in-one 

wipes cleanse, energize, 
and moisturize so you 

can quickly change 
and freshen up during 

a mid-day workout. 
They’re infused with 
pro vitamin B-5 to 

wake you up so maybe 
you can skip waiting in 
line at Jack’s Stir Brew 
and instead get in an 

extra set of reps.  

A Guide to Gym Grooming 

FRESHEN UP 
Work Out



With Labor Day distant on the horizon, summer enters its stunning golden hour 
in the month of August. As visitors continue to flock to the sun-soaked villages 

of the Hamptons for respite from the hot city, so do world-class entertainers and 
musical acts, making for exciting nights once that summer sun has finally set. Here 
we take a look at the most exclusive and thrilling performers to take the stage in The 
Hamptons as summer shines on. 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4

The New Orleans-bred, high-energy jazz-funk group Big Sam’s Funky Nation 
make a return engagement to The Stephen Talkhouse in Amagansett on Friday, 

August 4th. The one-of-a-kind group boasts an electric genre-mixing fusion of jazz, 
hip-hop, and rock & roll. With that unique sound, the group has built a stellar 
reputation for putting on unforgettable live concerts due in large part to numerous 
performances on the festival circuit including Bonnaroo, Austin City Limits, and the 
Voodoo Festival. 

The group’s fearless leader, New Orleans native and world-famous trombonist, Big 
Sam, has an extensive career that includes performing alongside music legends such 
as Dave Matthews, Widespread Panic, and James Brown. The musical prodigy was 
also featured on the HBO drama Treme in a recurring role. The group’s infectious 
sound defies genre and appeals to a wide audience with its celebratory nature, 
making it the perfect nightcap to a day at the beach in The Hamptons. (The Stephen 
Talkhouse, 161 Main St., Amagansett) 

Sun 
Down,
Music Up
The Many Talents Coming to 
the Talkhouse, Surf Lodge, and WHBPAC



SATURDAY, AUGUST 5

One of the hottest-producing duos on 
the rise, the Snakehips make their 

Hamptons debut in a live performance 
at The Surf Lodge on Saturday, August 
5. The group comprised of UK natives 
Oliver Lee and James Carter first 
gained notice in 2012 with their remixes 
of tracks by Wild Belle, Bondax, Banks, 
and The Weekend. The duo famously 
met while working on separate projects 
at Ginn, a notable Sake bar in Hong 
Kong.

In the spring of 2016, they made a 
name for themselves with their own 
single “On & On,” which perfectly 
captures their sound, a sensual take on 
old school R&B and hip-hop. They are 
perhaps best known for the single “All 
My Friends.” Their style also captures 
the left-side-downtempo spirit of 
electronic music making for an evening 
with smooth beats and chill vibes.  (The 
Surf Lodge, 183 Edgemere St., Montauk)  

Tony award-winning star of stage 
and screen, Leslie Odom Jr., brings 
his solo act to the Westhampton Beach 
Performing Arts Center in an exclusive 
one-night concert event. His show-
stopping performance as Aaron Burr 
opposite Lin Manuel Miranda in the 
smash cultural sensation Hamilton 
solidified his meteoric rise to fame 
in addition to a Tony Award for Best 

Leading Actor in a Musical. Prior to 
Hamilton, he starred on stage in 

Rent, Leap of Faith, Venice, and 
Tick, Tick, Boom and is known to 
wider audiences for his featured 

role on NBC’s musical TV series 
Smash, in addition to guest-
starring roles on Law & Order: 
SVU and Person of Interest. 

Last year, the Philadelphia native and 
Carnegie Mellon alum released his first 
self-titled solo album of jazz standards 
and acoustic covers in addition to 
an album of holiday favorites. Here, 
he showcases his warm personality, 
effortless vocal stylings, and endless 
charisma. In addition to his Tony Award, 
Leslie Odom Jr. is also a recipient of the 
prestigious Princess Grace Award for 
Acting, which honors emerging artists, 
all adding to the accolades and making 
him one of the hottest Broadway stars 
today. (Westhampton Beach Performing 
Arts Center, 76 Main St., Westhampton 
Beach)  

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12

The American musician, singer 
and songwriter ZZ Ward plays 

The Surf Lodge on Saturday, August 
12 in a continuation of her wildly 
popular summer concert series. Born 
in Pennsylvania, raised in Oregon, and 
LA-based, ZZ Ward has a truly American 
sound. Her style is a powerful blend of 
raw blues, hip-hop and acoustic singer/
songwriter. She is largely influenced 
by the blues albums her father played 
during her childhood and began singing 
with his band at the age of 12 before 
branching out and performing with other 
local acts as a teenager. 

In 2012, she released her first solo 
album Til the Casket Drops which 
included the hit single “Put the Gun 
Down.” The track spent several weeks 
on the AAA radio chart and broke the 
Billboard Alternative Chart Top 40. 
The singer who has appeared on The 
Tonight Show, Conan, and Good Morning 
America has drawn comparisons to 
Tina Turner, Aretha Franklin, and 
Etta James, all the while maintaining a 
style all her own. (The Surf Lodge, 183 
Edgemere St., Montauk) 

Written by Kyle Stockbruger

he showcases 
his warm 
personality, 
effortless 
vocal stylings, 
and endless 
charisma
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CONCERT SPOTLIGHT Interview

London duo Snakehips broke out with their song "Days With You" 
featuring Sinead Harnett and a hypnotic trap song called "Make It" 

back in 2013 blending various electronic sounds with hip-hop and R&B and 
a flair for slick 80s and 90s rhythms updated for the digital age. Oliver Lee 
and James Carter – who met initially in Hong Kong – take over Montauk's 
Surf Lodge August 5 for some grooves that feature some major names like 
Tinashe and Chance the Rapper on "All My Friends," Anderson .Paak on 
"Money on Me," ZAYN on "Cruel," MO on "Don't Leave," and more. "Right 
Now" is currently impacting with ELHAE, D.R.A.M., and H.E.R. and 
Snakehips planning to play new tunes at this popular outdoor beach bar. 
Revelers are in for one hot party with an eclectic mix of beats and bangers. 
Hamptons Monthly caught up with Oliver prior to playing their very first 
Snakehips show in the Hamptons...

SNAKEHIPS
UK Duo Shake the Beach



Snakehips was booked on dates for 
Coachella, Firefly Music Festival, Electric 
Forest, HARD Summer Music Festival and 
New York's Panorama Festival last month, 
just to name a bunch. Does this feel like 
the biggest year yet touring for you guys?

I feel the festival slots have definitely been 
getting bigger. But we've definitely done our 
own tours the past three years in the States.

You emerged commercially in 2013 with 
"On & On" with lovely vocals by George 
Maple and then the addicting "Dimelo" 
featuring Tory Lanez, shimmering single 
"Don't Leave" featuring MO, and remixes 
of Banks, The Weeknd and Wild Belle. 
Can you believe the caliber of talent you 
have partnered up with at this point?

I think most of the time we've really had 
someone in mind when we've written a tune-
-definitely for MO, Chance, Tinashe, and 
ZAYN. We'd kind of start something out and 
after a while you'd get this image in your 
mind of who would sound really good on it. We 
have just been so blessed that we have chosen 
the right tunes for people at the right time. 
It's still crazy to me that we've worked with 
Tinashe and Chance the Rapper.

You are playing at The Surf Lodge 
Concert Series in Montauk on August 5. 
Have either of you been to the Hamptons 
or if not, what do you know about the 
region?

I just know that's where they stay in White 
Chicks. I don't really know a whole lot about 
it but that's one of my favorite movies. I'm 
very excited to come out; it's going to be some 
historical shit, man.

Surf Lodge is a really comfortable outdoor 
setting overlooking the water. Do you guys 
prefer playing outside or at clubs?

It sounds like a beautiful thing. I don't think 
we have a preference; it's just wherever the 
vibe is good. When there's cool people in a cool 
place, that's what we need.

Touring is great for new music, surprises, 
collaborations. Do you have anything new coming 
up to share?

We've got a couple new things. We did a cool remix; 
our new single should be out by then. I guess it will be 
one of the first times we will be playing it. We've got 
another remix dropping soon.  

What is most thrilling about two UK guys about 
touring?

I just love traveling. It's just incredible to be able to go 
so many different places and just to be received so well, 
it's just crazy. Like we just played Hawaii and it's as far 
as home as I could possibly be and 1,000 people singing 
along to our tunes. It's just an incredible feeling to 
reach people in places you've never even been to.

 "When there's 
cool people in a 

cool place that's 
what we need."

Written by Michael Menachem



Your Jitney
PLaylist

Curated by 
THE MONTAUK BEACH HOUSE’S

 DJ Spiky Phil

1. Goodbye Horses
Psyche 

2. Boogie Oogie Oogie 
A Taste of Honey 

3. Think (About It)
Lyn Collins 

4. Let Me Love You
DJ Snake, Justin Bieber 

5. The Humpty Dance 
Digital Underground

6. You Can’t Always Get 
What You Want (Soulwax 
Remix) 
The Rolling Stones, Soul Wax 

7. Beam Me Up 
Midnight Magic 

8. Hercules Theme 
Hercules & Love Affair 

9. Summer
Calvin Harris 

10. Don’t You 
Worry Child
Swedish House Mafia 

11. Dancing On My 
Own 
Robyn 

12. Destroy 
Everything You 
Touch 
Ladytron  

13. Healer
Chromatics

14. Put Your Body 
In It
Stephanie Mills  

15. Home 
LCD Soundsystem 

16. After the Disco 
Broken Bells

17. L.E.S. Artistes 
Santigold 

18. Taper Jean Girl 
Kings of Leon 

19. Float On
Modest Mouse 

20. Dumb Disco 
Ideas
Holy Ghost! 

To listen to the 
full playlist visit 
hamptonsmonthly.com  

update



Sand! Sea! Sunset! 
Spirits! This is what summer 
is all about, right? Whether 
you’re seeking to cap off a day 
of day-drinking, usher in a fun 
night ahead, or simply relax 
and snap some pretty pictures, 
there’s no reason not to stake out 
somewhere at sunset and enjoy 
a good drink. Here’s our pick of 
the best spots to do just that.  

Before Montauk’s former 
Navy base was transformed 

into Navy Beach in 2010, 
it was a joint called Sunset 
Saloon, shedding light on just 
how glorious sunsets are at this 
summer-only spot on Fort Pond 
Bay. Whether viewed from inside 
with golden light streaming in 
through wall-to-wall windows—
often left open to channel in the 
breeze—in the nautical dining 
room or out on the 200-foot 
private beach at a picnic table 
staked in the sand, the sinking 
sun is a daily highlight. 

Even yachters anchored in 
the harbor make use of the 
restaurant’s “Torpedo” that 
provides boat-to-door service 
in order to snag a table here. 

The wine list is known for its 
wide selection of rosé and large-
format bottles ideal for sharing, 
though cocktails available by 
the pitcher, which are new this 
year. The Navy Grog rum punch 
with orange, grapefruit, and 
pineapple mirrors the sunset 
itself. (16 Navy Rd., Montauk)

When The Surf Lodge first 
sprouted up on the banks 

of Fort Pond in the late 1960s, it 
epitomized its name and served 
as home base for salty surfers 
coming to ride the East End’s 
breaks. Fast forward some 60 
years, and it’s now one of the 
most popular nightlife spots in 
the Hamptons with the tables 
on its back patio so coveted 
that they require reservations 
well in advance—and some 
pretty steep bills to cover the 
minimum charge. Nevertheless, 
it’s a must-go for anyone seeking 
to experience the Hamptons 
summer social scene at its best, 
particularly in the evening when 
the setting sun turns the lake 
all sorts of fiery oranges and 
magenta. 

Sunset
Sipping

Views and Booze 
Come Together 

at These Evening-
Ready Spots

Navy Beach
Photo by Noah Fecks



On some nights, a summertime music calendar 
spearheaded by Billboard and Lincoln times acts 
such Donavon Frankenreiter (Aug. 6), Whitney (Aug. 
13), Jenny Lewis (Aug. 19), and Ben Harper (Aug. 
27) to coincide with sunset, adding to the appeal. 
Bar bites like lobster rolls, chicken fingers, and 
oysters pair with bottle service and cocktails, and 
later on, beach bonfires and an inside dance floor 
keep on until two in the morning. 
(183 Edgemere St., Montauk)

For a beach retreat less 
rambunctious and more low-

key, head to the Hamptons’ little 
sister, Shelter Island, where 
Sunset Beach hotel has as much 
peace and quiet as swish and style. 
Often likened to a seaside resort 
one might find in the South of France, Sunset Beach 
was fashioned by hotelier extraordinaire André 
Balazs with sunny colorful touches from the 1960s 
and cabana stripes to spare. The 20 suites here 
are coveted for their private sundecks and Kiehls 
amenities, while the bar and restaurant fills up 
nightly with non-guests who come to soak in the 
seaside vibes. 

With its yellow-and-white tented roof, potted 

plants shading bookcases of bottles with their 
fronds, big doors flung open, and a buzzy upper 
deck, this spot feels like somewhere the Fitzgeralds 
would have frequented on their extended European 
vacations to escape the real-life Gatsby eggs right 
nearby. The kitchen offers a seafood-centric menu 
with Mediterranean flair and raw bar, while 
mixologists whip up palomas, strawberry “frozé,” 

and Pimms cups by the pitcher 
in addition to a wine list updated 
yearly. A recent addition? The 
André Balazs Reserve Rosé made 
from Long Island grapes. (35 Shore 
Rd., Shelter Island)

The most laid-back way to spend 
a Friday or Saturday evening 

may just be at Wölffer Estate 
Wine Stand, where from 5 p.m. onward sunsets 
are made all the merrier with wine, cheese, and live 
music. Overlooking the 55 acres of Wölffer Estate 
vineyards, the hilltop wine stand bids visitors to 
bring blankets or beach chairs, slip off their shoes, 
and relax with friends and family as the setting 
sun casts its yellow rays on the rolling green below. 

The estate’s wines and ciders are available by both 
the bottle and glass, along with plates of charcuterie 

and cheese and fresh wrap sandwiches. Located 
just off of Montauk Highway, it’s a popular stop-off 
for vacationers making their way to or from the 
Hamptons, giving an intermission to their trip with 
some local musicians and vintages for a truly island 
time. (3312 Montauk Hwy., Sagaponack)

Eric Miller, the chef-owner behind East 
Hampton’s uber-successful 

Bay Kitchen Bar, has ventured into 
Montauk this year with his new 
restaurant Flagship Montauk, 
adding sophisticated seafood small 
plates and craft cocktails to the 
throes of this increasingly nightlife-
heavy part of the world. His dishes 
such as Montauk fluke and frites and 
crusted local yellowfin basking with 
soba in a dashi broth have received heaps of praise, 
while he’s proudly partnered with his son Adam to 
develop a drink menu no less impressive. 

Sours can be drinker-designed by choosing a spirit, 
fruit flavor, and straight up or on the rocks; negronis, 
Manhattans, vespers, and martinis are available 
by the bottle; and French wines are available on 
draft. Bring a camera, though, for the specialty 
cocktails, which are so artistic they deserve to be 
documented. Take, for instance, the Camp Hero, 

a pisco sour inflected with lavender and butterfly 
pea flower tea for a drink that gracefully fades from 
purple to periwinkle in its glass. As for the views, 
it’s set right on the shores of Lake Montauk—need 
we say more? (466 West Lake Dr.)

In case there was any question, the stars and 
stripes fluttering high up in the breeze above the 

large green lawn is testament to Sag 
Harbor resort Baron’s Cove pride 
in being an American establishment. 
From its rooms that seemed to have 
jumped straight from a Pottery Barn 
catalog to its gorgeous dining room 
serving stateside classics like surf 
and turf and towering cheeseburgers, 
Baron’s Cove is something of a 
dream. 

Come evening time, its outdoor terrace strung 
with fairy lights beckons as the perfect place to 
relax as the sun sets over the harbor straight ahead 
with a beer, wine, or cocktail in hand. The wood-
burning fireplace provides cozy warmth on those 
September nights that begin to hint at fall, but for 
now, a caftan and suntan is all that’s needed to sit 
back and toast to a summer well spent. (31 W. Water 
St., Sag Harbor)

sunsets are made sunsets are made 
all the merrier all the merrier 

with wine, cheese, with wine, cheese, 
and live musicand live music

the specialty the specialty 
cocktails, which cocktails, which 

are so artistic are so artistic 
they deserve to they deserve to 
be documentedbe documented

Flagship
Wölffer Estate Vineyards
Photo by Mark Weinberg

Written by Gabrielle Lipton



If the Hamptons are an extension of 
Manhattan, North Fork is the soul-sister of 

Brooklyn, with a more rustic beauty and focus 
on slow food, fantastic wines, and pervasive 
sense of living the good life. At the point where 
Long Island splits into the two, take the road 
less traveled up along the northern side of the 
Peconic, where these five spots are ready to 
embrace you with open arms and mind-blowing 
meals. You just may find yourself coming back 
more often.

Soothing mint walls urge diners to sit back 
and relax at Noah's. On Greenpoint’s 

main drag of Front Street, this homey spot is 
the North Fork version of a tapas restaurant, 
serving seafood-centric small plates and a 
stellar wine list. Menus that change daily are 
like shape-shifting galleries for local farmers, 
fishermen, and artisans, exhibiting their 
ingredients in small plates like pulled-duck 
barbeque with cheddar polenta, tempura-fried 
baby artichokes, and creamed spinach–topped 
filet mignon sliders sandwiched with cuts of 
truffle-sauced brioche. 

The ambitious menu requires spreading its 
sourcing a bit further afield to accomplish other 
dishes like tacos with red crab from Tasmania 
or iced platters of “Mostly Local Oysters” from 
the raw bar. Similarly, local and international 
wines are mixed in the benchmark-setting wine 
selection, which considerately allows diners to 
try as many vinos as possible by offering three- 
and six-ounce pours. Such menus certainly 
make this an ideal spot for group dining, but 
the innate romantic vibes make it a great date 
spot as well. Indeed, the restaurant belongs to 
its eponymous chef Noah Schwartz and his wife 
Sunita, who met while working in a different 
Greenpoint restaurant before going on to start 
this brainchild of their own. (136 Front St., 
Greenpoint) 

A hop and skip away—no need to even 
jump—is the Frisky Oyster, a playful 

approach to American fine dining. In the 
same way the white tablecloths are balanced 
with funky flower wallpaper, so too is a red 
pepper soup with Sambuca foam, or chicken 

North Fork
 FOOD TOUR

Across the Peconic, North Fork’s Culinary Scene Is in Full Bloom
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Milanese with spicy greens and “cotton candy grapes.” 
Prosciutto-wrapped eggs with bacon cream and pork 
chop brined with lemon and served with grilled 
peaches and candied onions are other standouts, 
while its namesake shellfish comes either cold on 
the half-shell with coconut sauce or, better yet, in a 
signature Friskafella rendition of oysters Rockefeller, 
topped with garlicky spinach and a bit of chipotle 
spice, and drizzled with parmesan aioli. 

Dessert is not an option here. It’s mandatory, 
with the best range of comfort sweets around—
strawberry shortcake, key lime and pecan pies, and 
lavender crème brûlée—that share a menu with a 
carefully chosen selection of liquors and digestifs 
like Glenkinchie 12-year, madeira and grappa, and 
homemade blood orangecello. The price point and 
need for a reservation may feel a bit big-city, but the 
quality deems it warranted. (27 Front St., Greenpoint)

The North Fork Shack is the antidote to any such 
formality, opened last year by a pair of caterers 

near Southold in a converted old tool shop as a fresh 
take on fast-casual dining. Take-out is the primary 

focus here, but a small set of tables also allows diners 
to sip a cocktail or beer with their meal on site. The 
only thing normal for a grab-and-go joint on the 
menu—scrawled on a chalkboard behind the white-
washed counter—is, perhaps, the cheeseburger, but 
even that comes uniquely on a pretzel bun. 

The rest includes creative bites like zucchini 
tempura, a pulled-lamb pita sandwich, veggie-
filled rice paper rolls, and the S.L.T.—with shitake 
mushrooms substituting bacon and served with 
avocado and garlic-lemon aioli all in a wrap, much 
of which is made from ingredients sourced from local 
farms and Southold Fish Market. Light bites such 
as plantain chips and eggplant hummus or spicy 
Sriracha coleslaw are great to grab and take to a 
dinner party or picnic; in fact, there’s an underlying 
sense that everything could be purchased in mass 
and served as the perfect menu for a pool party or 
large-scale picnic; this spot was invented by caterers, 
after all. (41150 County Rd. 48, Southold)

 

On nights when a fabulous Italian meal is the 
order of the day, head to Caci, where chef 

Marco Pellegrini helms one of the best red, white, 
and green kitchens in the Hamptons. Originally 
from Umbria, Pellegrini shuns mainstream dishes—
no Minestrone or cheese-drenched parmigianas 
here—for more elegant recipes that are minimal in 
ingredients in order to focus attention on the most 
beautiful bouquets of flavors. A chilled heirloom 
tomato soup with shrimp and cucumber or seared 
scallops crusted with hazelnuts and topped with local 
blueberry chutney, for example, are simple, summery 
symphonies to start with before progressing to mains 
such as grilled shrimp with tangy blood orange, a 
gaggle of homemade pastas (go for the buffalo ricotta 
ravioli with black truffles), or lamb chops with figs 
and a reduction of local North Fork ice wine. 

Cheese lovers will salivate over the special menu 
of formaggi featuring the likes of a pecorino cavern-
aged for more than 90 days, while those with a 
sweet tooth won’t want to miss the chocolate mousse 
profiteroles or warm peach and Amaretto cake. 
Certain ingredients make multiple appearances on 
the menu—basil sorbet in the mozzarella salad and 

in the Strawberry Basil Lemonade vodka cocktail; the 
blueberries from the scallops also in a bourbon-based 
minty Blueberry Smash—adding a sense of cohesion 
throughout. (56125 Main Rd., Route 25, Southold)

Earlier this year, The Cheese Emporium by Bruce 
& Son closed its doors. It then dropped the first 

part of its name, revamped its interior, and six weeks 
later re-opened as Bruce & Son, this summer’s 
hottest all-day brunch spot in North Fork. Eggs are 
soft scrambled, oats come sweet (soaked overnight 
in almond milk with vanilla, chia, strawberry and 
stewed rhubarb, and chamomile blossom) or savory 
(mushrooms, pea shoots, chèvre, and poached eggs). 

Duck leg confit is mixed with chive blossoms and 
citrus in a hash, and pancakes are magically flourless 
and vamped up with a dose of matcha. Even the 
bacon is brined with brown sugar. A variety of salads 
and pressed sandwiches—escargot with frisée and 
tomatoes in the former category, a Pig n’ Fig with 
prosciutto and fig jam in the latter—serve those 
who’ve already had their breakfast, while local coffee 
from North Fork Roasting Co. and homemade tapioca 
bubble tea are best for washing it all down. (208 
Main St., Greenport) 

Written by Gabrielle Lipton
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Caci
Tiramisu 

with Hazelnut 
Praline
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JUSTIN
FINNEY"The chicken 

looks amazing 
on our handmade 
wooden boards 
and continues to 
be one of our most 
popular dishes"

Chef Justin Finney is a familiar face in the Hamptons, as he’s cooked at such 
East Hampton restaurants as The Meeting House, Nick and Toni’s and Rowdy 

Hall. As of late 2014, he’s been the Chef de Cuisine at Highway Restaurant and 
Bar—still in East Hampton Town but in the outer, shopping-light reaches of 
Wainscott, along the main road between the East End and points west. HM asked 
Finney how it works working outside East Hampton’s main drags:

“Highway” Dining: 
Q&A with the 

Chef de Cuisine

CHEF SPOTLIGHT Interview



We always love to ask about how a restaurant 
handles scenarios: let’s play “Perfect Plate, 
Paired.” First scenario: It’s a Sunday night, 
mid to late summer. You’re seeing that crazy, 
crazy traffc creep westbound down toward  
Sagaponack, and a tired group of friends 

has had enough; they park 
and drop by with no previous 
menu knowledge. What is the 
perfect introductory Highway 
entrée, and what drink would 
you pair with that plate?

The perfect introductory entree 
for a new customer would be our 
spit roast chicken with local corn. 
The chicken looks amazing on our 
handmade wooden boards and 
continues to be one of our most 
popular dishes. It is absolutely 

delicious! The drink that I would pair with this 
is a nice crisp Chablis.

Now it’s a weekday afternoon, and a 
celebrity guest shows up (we have heard 
Jay-Z is known to frequent), and he’s looking 
for “something new.” What impressive, but 
classic Highway dinner would you suggest 
(and the matching beverage)?

For our famous new customer I would suggest 
starting with our steamed pork buns and then 
having our fish curry made with local striped 
bass. These dishes are full of flavor and are a 
great way to impress a guest! I would pair with 
a glass of bedell viognier.

Finally, it’s almost Columbus Day Weekend, 
and you’re serving those people who have 
defied Tumbleweed Tuesday but are finally 
heading back to the city. What’s the perfect 
dish for someone saying “bye” for the season?

For our customer returning to the city on 
Columbus Day weekend I would suggest 
having our house made squid ink tagliatelle. A 
comforting bowl of pasta with chilies and local 
squid. To drink I would suggest an ice cold 
montauk summer ale as a perfect way to end 
your summer in the Hamptons.  

Your spot in Wainscott, while on 
a main road, is off the “beaten 
path,” in a way: it’s not in the mix 
like Sag Harbor restaurants, or out 
in Montauk—it’s not in a village 
like Southampton, Bridgehampton or East 
Hampton—so basically, you know your clientele 
is there for your food! Can you describe what it 
is in particular you do at Highway that keeps 
the people coming back?

There are many things that keep our customers 
coming back to Highway Restaurant & Bar. One 
of the first things they notice is how fresh the food 
is and that is because we strive to bring in the 
freshest of ingredients daily, utilizing what we find 
locally and seasonally.  Another aspect of Highway 
that keeps our diners loyal is how consistent the 
food is. We pride ourselves on the consistency of 
the food - especially some of our signature dishes 
that have been on the menu from the start.  But 
we do change our menu seasonally and offer daily 
specials so that diners are still able get a fresh and 
interesting experience if they’re looking for variety 
in what we offer.

Personalities can vary from hamlet 
to hamlet in the Hamptons; is there 
a personality quirk you’ve found is 
central to Wainscott?

Our customers come from all around 
the Hamptons. One thing that I think a lot of them 
have in common is that they are world travelers. 
They have sophisticated palettes and are open to 
eating more adventurous foods like spicy curries 
from Thailand or fresh pasta from Italy. Our 
customers appreciate dishes with interesting flavors 
and we offer them something no one else does in 
the Hamptons.

Can you give us a breakdown of the newest 
edible twists taking place at Highway this 
season?

As far as the newest edible twists at Highway we 
are constantly looking for new ideas based on what 
is available that season. Since it is summer now, we 
are working on different crudos and making fresh 
mozzarella to pair with local tomatoes.

"we strive to 
bring in the 
freshest of 
ingredients 

daily"

"we are working 
on different 
crudos and 

making fresh 
mozzarella to 
pair with local 

tomatoes"

Written by Ian Shapiro
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LIVE MUSIC August 3 - August 16HAMPTONS
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SUNDAY
6:00
Whitney 
The Surf Lodge
8:00pm
Buddy Guy
WHBPAC
 

 

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Holly Miranda
Band 
The Stephen
Talkhouse 
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SEE IT THIS SUMMER • LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
NY1NY1

T H E  P H E N O M E N A L
N E W  P R O D U C T I O N WNBC

T H E  P H E N O M E N A L
N E W  P R O D U C T I O N WNBC”

“

The New Yorker

4
FRIDAY
9:00pm
Big Sam’s
Funky Nation
The Surf Lodge
 
 

 
 

Big Sam's Funky Nation

5
SATURDAY
6:00pm
Snakehips 
The Surf Lodge
8:00
Leslie Odom Jr.
WHBPAC
 

 

Leslie Odom Jr.

6
SUNDAY
6:00
Donovan
Frankenreiter 
The Surf Lodge
8:00pm
Tommy
Emmanuel 
WHBPAC

Donovan Frankenreiter

Whitney

SATURDAY
6:00
ZZ Ward
The Surf Lodge
9:00pm
Nick Weber
& Band
The Stephen 
Talkhouse 
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Nick Weber

Snakehips

ZZ Ward Holly Miranda Band
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11
FRIDAY
7:00pm
As You Like It
Bay Street Theater
 

 

EVENTSHAMPTONS

*not all events included*

SATURDAY
7:00pm
New York
Women’s
Surf Film
Festival
The Montauk
Beach House 
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August 3 - August 16

3 4 5
FRIDAY
9:00am
East Hampton
Farmers Market
East Hampton 
Farmers Market 

 

 

SATURDAY
4:00pm
Aprés Beach 
Calissa 
5:30pm
Dan’s Annual
Kite Fly
Sagg Main Beach

6:30pm
Southamton 
Hospital’s 59th
Annual Summer 
Party 
Corner of 
Wickapogue and
Old Town Road,
Southampton 

THURSDAY
10:00am
UJA-Federation
of New York’s 
Hamptons Trunk
Show
Bridgehampton
Historical Society

 
 

6
SUNDAY
11:00am
GG Maull Pop-Up
Gurney’s Montauk
 

 
 

 

Dan's Annual Kite Fly



HELP US 
SAVE 
 THE SAG HARBOR CINEMA!

REBUILD! Better than ever, saving the façade, the sign, and the big screen.

RENEW! The Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center, with education, outreach, and programming for people of 
all ages in our East End Community, will add to our cultural community, increasing tourism, fostering an even 
more vital economy, and preserving our beloved Main Street as we know it.

PLEASE HELP US MEET THIS GOAL!
Although we need substantial funds from big donors, the 
Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center is for our entire community, and 
we value your support at any level!

The price tag to buy the Cinema is $8 million, and we 

are collecting pledges now, hoping to obtain a sufficient 

amount to go forward as of July 1, 2017 to protect the 

$1 million offered by an angel donor. Money is due at 

the end of the year.

TO DONATE OR LEARN MORE, PLEASE 
GO TO sagharborcinema.org

The Sag Harbor Partnership, a 501c3, is spearheading this effort, 
and your donations are 100% tax-deductible.

Checks can be sent to: PO Box 182, Sag Harbor, NY  11963
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

PLEDGES WILL BE CANCELED AND DONATIONS REFUNDED IF WE DO NOT MEET OUR YEAR-END GOAL. 
And mark your calendar for the PARTY FOR THE CINEMA, SUNDAY, JULY 16, 5–8PM ON LONG WHARF!

 

ESSENTIAL TIPS  
TO KEEP YOUR BODY 

BEACH-READY8
SUMMERTIME FITNESS AND HEALTH

Staying fit and healthy during the summer can be a challenge as your calendar fills up with cocktail parties, 
barbeques, and days at the beach. These can all take a toll on the body if you’re not adequately prepared. 
To help the transition from city to surf, experts at NYU Langone have offered up some important tips to help 
you make the most of the summer season.

NYU Langone has doctors and medical practices 
throughout the New York metro area, including Long Island. 
Learn more about our experts and locations by 
visiting nyulangone.org or by calling 888.769.8633.

PRE-VACATION HYDRATION
Staying hydrated starts before 
you walk out the door: 
increase the amount of fluids 
you consume approximately 
24 hours prior to your time off.

DRINK COLD FLUIDS
Not only are cold drinks 
refreshing, but research  
shows that cool liquids  
(around 40 °F) are also  
absorbed faster by your body.

GO ONE-FOR-ONE WITH 
YOUR DRINKS
The dehydrating effects of 
alcohol are actually greater  
when you’re enjoying cocktails  
in the sun. Replenish by 
drinking 8 ounces or more of 
water between each drink.  
But avoid rehydrating with 
sugary drinks – these can 
actually increase dehydration.

HEAT AND YOUR HEART RATE
Your heart rate can increase up  
to an additional 10 beats per 
minute when you’re outside in 
temperatures between 75 – 90 °F. 
With the body working hard just 
being in the heat, it once again 

comes back to proper hydration: 
“Drinking fluids will help  
your body adjust to the heat,  
and, most importantly,  
it will help regulate your  
heart rate,” recommends 
Heather Milton, MS, RCEP, 
CSCS, senior exercise 
physiologist at NYU Langone.

INCREASE YOUR 
WORKOUT FREQUENCY
During the hot summer months, 
concentrate more on frequency of 
workouts rather than intensity 
or duration. The heat can lead 
to dehydration and loss of 
electrolytes from sweat. Getting 
smaller, more frequent exercise 
bouts in will maintain fitness 
and keep your body healthy.  

“Smaller workouts can add up  
to big results,” says Milton.

EMBRACE 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

“Make it easy to stay fit by 
finding enjoyable ways to  
move,” she adds. Explore  
your surroundings and enjoy  
the outdoors by finding  
nearby hiking or walking  
trails, renting bicycles, going 

swimming or snorkeling,  
or consider an organized  
cycling or walking tour.

BRING THE GYM OUTSIDE
It’s easy to switch up your 
routine: Swap the elliptical  
and weights for a jump rope  
and resistance bands, and  
head outside. If you’re a runner, 
take a short, barefoot jog on 
sand to strengthen your calf 
muscles. End your workout  
with some relaxing beach yoga.

BE SMART ABOUT THE SUN
“Apply a broad spectrum 
sunscreen of at least SPF 30 
before you get going for the  
day,” recommends Jennifer  
Stein, MD, PhD, associate 
professor of dermatology at  
NYU Langone. Remember  
to re-apply sunscreen at least  
every two hours, especially  
after you get out of the water. 
When possible, avoid midday  
sun by seeking shade and 
wearing protective clothing.  
Not only does sunburn  
increase risk for skin cancer,  
it can quickly put a damper  
on your vacation.
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The first KOHLER Experience Center has arrived in  

New York City’s Flatiron District. A place to see 

KOHLER products as well as actually experience them. 

DREAM. SHOP. EXPERIENCE.

6 WEST 22ND ST, NEW YORK, NY 10010

SOMEONE’S  

BEEN  

TO THE  

KOHLER ®  

EXPERIENCE 

CENTER.


